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Conscious Points of View
A Guide to Exploring Level Six Consciousness
By Jeffrey M. Geis
Forward
This guide is designed for all those whom I have manifested in my
life to help me with my journey toward spiritual enlightenment.
Your initial reaction to that statement may be one of confusion or
resentment, for what kind of self help book is designed for the author
and not the reader? As you look deeper into the statement you may
even think that it is a very egocentric viewpoint, that sacrifices your
entire existence for the self illumination of someone you do not even
know on a personal level.
Ironically, if you have experienced either of these reactions it is
simply your own ego fighting to maintain positioning in an artificial
reality.

For if everything that I create in my life is manifested from

my own thought energies, than you are nothing more than a figment
of my imagination.

How can that be? You may ask. You have led a

very detailed life, and I have never even met you before.

How can I

have manifested your entire life without knowing anything about you?
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I haven’t. Your life is part of your Point of View.

Just like my life

is part of My Point of View and has nothing to do with what you are
manifesting in yours, outside of what thoughts and ideas I push to you
through this writing or when you connect to My Higher Self.
there I go again, My, My, My.

I know

We will address the later in detail later

in the book, but for now the best way to explain the intricacy of the life
I am leading, my P.O.V, and the life you are leading, your P.O.V is to
understand that we are all part of the same universal existence. That
anything to do with self image is merely an illusion to a false reality
that is set up for you perceive information and report it back to the
collective consciousness of all that is.
It is for this important reason that this book exists. Not to help aid
you in finding yourself in this particular existence, but rather to a
guide you to open a bidirectional communication channel with your
multi-dimensional self.

To understand the difference of that of which

we perceive and that of which exists, and to understand, decipher and
engage in upcoming onslaught of intuitive information that will prepare
us for the pinnacle of creation.
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Chapter 1
The Space Between: A Theory of Everything.

Before we can start to understand who we are and what our
purpose in this life is,

we must first understand the building blocks,

to all that exists. The difficulty lies in the fact that all that we know is
all that does not exist as we know it.

On a cosmological scale we live

in a universe that is only 5% matter, and on a quantum scale
everything that we know is entirely made up, in all senses, of nothing
but empty space bound by energy, with its actual mass just a very
small fraction of the space it consumes.
Yet, in this world, we only typically choose to perceive all that exist
as actual physical mass.

So why is it that we see all that empty space

bound together by energy as solid matter?

Quite simply, because we

are only using our physical senses to observe and all energy thus is
filtered by our perception as physical matter.

If we choose to observe

outside the space pods,we call our bodies, that bind us to the physical
plane, we tend to see the energy that flows within space.
Great, so how does one observe from outside their body?

By

realizing that their body is nothing more than a mere instrument that
measures the effects of the physical mass of their conscious
manifestations.

When we take possession of our bodies it is nothing

more than, say, an astronaut who steps into a space suit, armed with
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all the instrumentation he needs to gather information from a strange
planet he is visiting.

He uses that suit to help keep himself grounded

to that planet, so he doesn’t float off. Maybe it has an infrared scope
so he can see on a dark planet that does not have sunlight as strong
as ours or perhaps it is equipped with goggles that pick up the
surrounding landscape and can project a virtual world based on the
instrumentation readings, so what the astronaut is really seeing is
nothing more than a computer generated imaging of the actual
landscape.
Now imagine that this astronaut all of a sudden wakes up with
amnesia and does not know he is walking around in a space suit and
that everything he is seeing through his CGI goggles he thinks is real
and that the helmet and gloves, jumpsuit and back pack are all part of
his body, because at this point it is all that he knows of who he is. He
will keep this assumption until, perhaps, a strange voice (maybe the
captain or a crew member) transmits through speakers in his helmet,
questioning if he is alright and giving him instructions on what to do
next.
We as humans go through a similar phenomena. We are born into
our physical bodies that conveniently come equipped with a danger
control system called our ego.
the body alive.

The sole purpose of the ego is to keep

To do this safely it will falsely inform all the senses

that compose our body that everything is fragile structure and can
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break down if not carefully controlled.

It enforces a shield of fear

around activities and situations that may harm the body that is has so
dutifully sworn to protect.
It does this primarily by taking control of the mind, the body’s
central communication system, and giving protective and fearful
instructions designed to keep that body out of danger.

Since we our

born into this body with the ego controlling the mind, the thoughts the
ego project are considered to be thoughts generated by the self, thus
the complete body is often thought to consist just of the body and ego
controlled mind.

Therefore thoughts of existence reality are limited to

what the body can physically decipher, with any intuitive perceptions
considered mystical or occult and outside of one’s self.

Moreover,

barring spiritual teachings it is logically considered that one dies when
their body dies. Yes, the ego allows for the thought that then the soul
will move on to an afterlife, but it does not let on to the user that the
soul or consciousness is who the person really is, and that the body
they are renting to vacation in this world is just property they do not
own and not really theirs to begin with.
Consider when you sleep your mind is still until you start to project
dreams.

In which case you conscious mind is manifesting up entire

scenarios
situations.

complete

with

backgrounds,

loved

ones,

and

drama

In the dream everything seems so real, yet when you

wake up to your everyday reality, you realize it was all just a dream.
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Now imagine, as many of you have sometimes experienced, that when
you are dreaming, you suddenly become aware that you are dreaming,
and thus aware of your conscious thought, the driving force behind the
dream. Knowing that the situation is just a dream you can start to
experiment and do things you always wanted to do but couldn’t in your
everyday world, such as fly like superman,
supermodel,

make love to a

or perhaps perform to millions of screaming fans

cheering you on.

Your conscious, yet sleeping mind will know it all

just a dream, yet try to keep the dream going as long as possible
because in the dream everything seems so real including the rush you
get while flying through the cool crisp night sky, or the touch and feel
of that supermodel, or the rush of energy and excitement you get
jumping around on stage as millions worship you.

And it is these

precise feelings, more so than the actual act that the consciousness
wants to experience so they can check it off the corresponding square
on the Bingo Card of Life.
The exact same thing is happening to you in your awake life, in
fact it is the reciprocal of your spiritual life, with your actual
consciousness residing in the spiritual world as part of a Universal
Stream of Consciousness, and your body just a manifestation of its
thoughts designed to go out and gather information that it does not
have access to so it can feel and enjoy the sensations, while learning
the lessons of emotional and mental drama situations.

Therefore
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everything that happens in your life is a direct manifestation of
thought and intention generated and fulfilled by your conscious
thought which resides in the in-between of space and energy.
To understand where this is we must first understand what
manifested physiology actually is, which in essence in nothing but
energy.

Whether it is your body, the chair you sit in or the rock you

stub you toe on, the object is nothing but empty space and pools of
energy bounded by a larger pool of energy.

Everything that is

perceived as solid, yet when put under a high power microscope, you
can see that it consists of nothing but atoms which in part consist of
nothing but space bound by energy- Little solar systems if you will.
Likewise when you look outward to this world you see it from the
reciprocal value, that we are just a spec on an electron, orbiting
around our nucleus, creating one atom of 100 trillion that make up a
single cell on someone else’s body.
So why is it we perceive these energy pools as solid mass?
Vibrational patterns. Our bodies as with all objects of energy in the
world we live in, including the earth itself, are vibrating on the same
frequency. This vibration gives the perception of mass as the energy
itself pulsates at such a rapid rate that it appears solid. It would be
the same as watching millions of beams of electricity flowing through
two rods.

As they vibrate back and forth filling in space, it would

appear to be a solid wall, which in turn would create the intention that
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it solid from anyone looking at it.

Likewise the energy force and

intention of solidity will make the energy feel solid like a rock or wall.
This particular world, where we perceive energy as solid mass
consists, of three dimensions, as we all know – Length, Width, and
Height.

The universe however, consist of 9 dimensional fields of

equal patterns, based on Physical, Intellectual and Emotional subsets.
Since the vibrational patterns of this world are set to a physical mold,
we often look at Intellectual and Emotional ideals as one dimensional,
non tangible, just there. However, if you were able to step outside of
the box and look at all thoughts (including intention, intuition, as well
as cognitive) as three dimensional or all emotions as 3 dimensional,
you will be able to understand how they can manifest into physical
object and visa versa.

That there is a symmetry from each 3

dimensional field that when overlapped in harmony creates the infinite
possibilities of all nine dimensions.
Now to complicate things, just a bit.

There a millions, billions or

possibly infinite versions of each of these three dimensional worlds,
based on the frequency they are vibrating at.
refer to as alternate universes or worlds.

These are what we

They may be very similar

to world we live in but my have different situational outcomes due to
variations in emotional or intellectual manifestations, or they may be
altered physically, due to vibrational differences in solidifying energy.
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Basically, each 3 dimensional axis of each 3 dimensional Fields
intersect, whereas in the physical domain the vertical axis is of
intellect, the horizontal is emotional and depth is physical.

We as

physical humans focus our efforts forward and behind us keeping us
grounded to physicality, however those focus vertically (typically up)
and tune in to the spiritual or intuitive nature of the intellect, or the
those who are empathetic to emotional energy, will take on a new
vibrational frequency, which will enable them to tune into the
happenings of those dimensions.
This is important because there is no concept of time or space in
those dimensional realms, so by tuning in to the coorisponding
Intellect or Emotional patterns, one could easily create glimpses of
patterns that have yet to form in their time linear physical world.

In

effect seeing future events that have yet to happen, or in effect premembering events that have happened only at a future point in time.

Pre-membrance:

Because we all live in a physical world, and use physical body to
observe the physical, thought and emotional energies that make up
our world, we tend to have a very narrow view of these energies due
to the limitations of our physical receptors (physical senses).

We can

not physically see outside of our dimensional space, which in turn
backs up all time and space which in reality occurs simulataneously
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and stacks it in nice little linear progression for us to follow like a story
line.
In fact if you think of your entire life or existence as a giant jigsaw
puzzle with hundreds of thousands of pieces (moments in your life)
and you took all of those pieces and threw them up in the air, where
they miraculously suspended in random order, floating around the
room, you could in respect take a look at any of those pieces and get a
glimpse in to the memory of that moment in your life, even if it did not
yet happen in the lineage you are currently living in.

In otherwords

everything that has happened to you in this life or previous life and
everything that is happening to you now and in a multitude of
dimensional lives and everything that will happen to you in this life,
upcoming lives or other future dimensional lives is all occurring right
now at this particular moment.

It is the NOW, because it is always

now, residing in the space between the very intentions that each
puzzle piece (moment) spins off.
The trick in fact is to look at this space from outside your physical
senses, for your physical sense in fact can only view one moment at a
time. This causes each memory to stack up and play forward one at a
time in a wonderful story line called Your Life.

Looking outside of

your physical sense is easier than you might think, since all of us do it
almost most of our day.

The only difference is we tend to leave our

physical reality to get immersed in the pool of abstract thoughts,
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memories and intention projections that are constantly spinning in our
brain.

This is merely thought energy of moments past, or pre

designed moments.
To truly connect to the actual moments of past, present, future,
NOW, you simply have to stop thinking, stay still and present and feel
the space between everything that surrounds you.
driving a car.

It is kind of like

You may driving smoothly along the road at a nice clip,

when all of a sudden you want to stop and observe the surrounding
area you are in.

You can not slam the car into reverse to go back

while you are still stepping on the gas to move forward.
simply stop the car and your forward progression.

You have to

Likewise if you are

always thinking and putting out new intentions, than those intentions
spur as new moments in the now and you can not observe them
because you mind is constantly moving on to create new intentions.
However if you stop the forward progression of your mind, you can
exit the car for a few moments and have a picnic at the field on the
side of the road where you can truly enjoy and live the moments you
have created for yourself.
Once you learn to connect to the Universal Stream of Energy,
where all moments and time exist to stimulate the stream. You can
reach up and pick any of those jigsaw pictures and experience the
moment through not only memory or pre-memory, or though energy,
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but you can also experience the physical and emotional sensations
with each moment.
Amazingly enough, once you know how to connect to these puzzle
piece moments, you can learn to connect to them strictly through
intuitive memory or true thought energy without leaving your physical
sense.

This is typically presents itself as day dreams but they are

truly glimpses into events that have been manifested but sitting in a
cue to experience in your physical world.
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Chapter 2
Stages of Spiritual Consciousness.
If it is apparent to all that there are at least three stages of
consciousness- asleep, dreaming and awake, it is also evident to most
that the forth stage is spiritual awareness.

An intuitive feeling that

there is a presence above and beyond the physical boundaries that we
lie in front of ourselves like a fortress to protect us from the unknown.
And thus to a smaller segment lies the fifth stage, reserved for to
those who are awake enough to delve into that divine presence in a
physical sense.

To experience the beauty and silence of stillness,

where time has no meaning and the infinite is familiar.

It is the

enlightened mediator who often catches glimpses of this magical
world, even though he is still entrenched in the disillusion of the reality
he has created for himself.
To skip ahead just a bit, it should be assumed that the final stage,
the seventh if you will, is a the stage above and beyond this physical
realm where our consciousness is free flowing and connected to a
universal stream of consciousness, all knowing and completely aware
of everything.

The ultimate stage of being and thus the end result

reserved for those who have experience all they wish in a physical
state, or for those who are refueling between journeys.

It is at this

level that there no separation between one’s self perceptions and
universal consciousness.

Only the awareness that all that is, is
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nothing but an offset of the same universal energy that thrives
through all existence. That the mere purpose of our individual life
experiences is simply that, perceptions from different view points for
the same single identity- all that IS.
It is however a rare few, individual life data gatherers, that know
of the sixth stage where the physical sense and higher consciousness
are drawn together on a plane separate of the physical known body, a
premembrance of a time it is no longer fooled by the illusions of reality
and is alone in the physical realm without the dream of other visiting
dream bodies.

Here is where the physical body is lifted out of a

physical world of the many and introduced to its own personal physical
world, very much like the enlightened world of stillness and being, for
the sole purpose of reporting their perception findings through their
own personal portal, their HIGHERself to the Ultimate Stream of
Consciousness (USC) or all That IS.
Yes for those of you who have sporadic, weekly or even daily
conversations with your HIGHERself, this may seem to be the same
reporting mechanism, but those conversations should be considered
the same as daily reporting from you own perception as a being in
third or fourth stage consciousness. Sixth stage consciousness is more
like a formal presentation where you are encompassed on the same
level as all that IS. Bi-communication where you can experience and
learn instead of just reporting from one side of the equation.
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Picture it this way. When you think back on experiences, they are
merely memories.

You can often remember what you were feeling,

but you don’t actually have the physical connection to those memories
or thought energy.

This is the same for when you connect to the

USC through meditation or prayer.

You are sharing an open channel

with your higherself, but this channel is merely set for thought energy.
There may be some underlying tones of intuition, spiritual and emotion
energy and they may combine to cause you to have goosebumps
through excitement and exhilaration, but the channel still remains a
thought energy channel.

You can describe what it is like to have

physical sensations, but not actually demonstrate to your higherself.
It would be the same as a Snowboarder explaining to someone who
never snowboarded before the rush they get when flying down a
mountain at 60 miles per hour, and the weightlessness they
experience when they hit a jump and are airborn for a few seconds.
The person they are explaining it to can get an idea of what it is like
but until they actually experience it for themselves, it is in effect
meaningless.
Now, there are stories from those who have claimed to die, who
have mentioned that there life not only flashed before their eyes, but
that they actually experienced all those life lessons once again.

That

they just didn’t remember playing in the sand at the ocean’s shore
when they were a mere tot, but that they could feel the sand between
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their toes, feel the cool ocean breeze, smell the salt air and feel and
hear the rumbling of the huge wave crashing on the shore line.

For

this is their ultimate final report upload to the USC of all the physical
sensations they had gathered and stored in their life. After all that is
ones primary purpose in a physical life. To intertwine experiences with
physical sensation and observe the reactions and report back not only
the thought but the actual physical sensation back to the Ultimate
Stream, who is by definition of pure energy, absent of any physical
sensation.
Sure you can hypothesize that all physical mass is nothing more
than bounded energy and the manifestation of any given mass is
induced by intention that stems from the USC. Thus a physical reality
is born from USC intention and therefore a part of it.

However since

that physical reality is not part of the pure energy of the USC it
separated out as an offspring and not experienced in the same way.
Thus, those who experience sixth stage consciousness, have a very
intimate glimpse into seventh stage consciousness, because they are
now privy to the actual physical connection to the USC, typically only
experienced on ones death bed.

Through this shared physical

connection, they are now connected on seven layers of their being.
Physically,

Intellectually,

Quantumly,

and Cosmically.

Spiritually,

Emotionally,

Intuitively,

Although still apparently separated,

they are now at one with the USC, like Tantric Lovers, and can sense
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the all that is as they delve into the Space of the IS.

Giving the USC

physical sensation, and taking in return the energy of the entire
universe.
Those who are currently training in the sixth level are paving the
way for a larger movement, lurking around the corner, where
everyone with the right level of awareness, proper training and karmic
cleansing will be able to vibrate gloriously on the sixth level.
However, for those who are not AWakE and AWarE enough to revel in
the AWE of life, the road ahead my tend to be more tedious and
treacherous as they follow a path forged from their own fears and
doubts.
So how does someone who is full of AWE (we will refer to as
AWEsome, because AWfull tends to carry the negative connotation),
help those that are AWEless become Awake and Aware.
leading

by

example,

staying

connected

enthusiasm about how awesome life is.

and

Simply by

expressing

their

The dilemma is that those

connected know there is a short window of time help those who are
not, but there is a universal law inhibiting anyone from beating each
other over the head and force feeding the information to those who do
not want it or worse yet are afraid to discover the simple secrets in
life. This information must be sort after by those truly seeking to
enlighten themselves.
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So, for those who truly want to help we will exam why those what
drives those that shy away from the truth, look for signs of when they
are crying out for help and exam ways of subtly leaving information for
them to exam when they are ready.

For those AWEsome folks who

do not want to interfere, we will exam ways of exploring their own
sense of AWE so they are ready to lead or transgress when the time is
right.
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Chapter 3
AWakE and AWarE

If there are seven levels of consciousness, with the first two levels
being asleep and dreaming, and the fifth through seventh being for
those striving for modes of enlightenment, then why do most people
settle for living their entire existence in level three consciousness with
only glimpses into level four?
Quite simply, they are ruled by their body’s mind, the ego, and its
self defense mechanism, fear, which diverts them from any avenue
that will enable them to become AWEsome (awake and aware).

It

also forebodes them from connecting to their higher consciousness, on
a unitary plane, for fear that they will realize they only need their
conscious mind to exist, eventually ruling the egoic mind useless. So
what is the ego and why is it useful? To understand this you must first
understand who you are in comparison to who you think you are.
Residing in a physical reality, one tends to misinterpret the
physical body that holds them to that reality as being who they are,
instead of as simply the instrument that will help them observe the
reality they create.

To further complicate this delusion, they confuse

egoic thoughts as their conscious mind instead what it really is, a
warning system designed to keep the body free from harm. Think of it
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like, HAL 9000 from 2001: A Space Odyssey: a computer design to
assist and protect that craft that hosts it.
Since the physical body is bound to the physical world it is has a
finite life span and is designed to destruct when its span is done.

To

prevent premature destruction, it has central security system, the ego,
which sends messages through conscious thoughts to protect the body
from danger and guide it take care of itself.

This is primarily done

through thought emotions based on fear. Don’t walk to close to the
cliff you’ll fall off and die.

Don’t touch that hot stove you will get

burned. Advice well taken, because most people, living in this world,
would like to stay living in this world without damaging their body.
The ego does not stop there, however, often projecting out survival of
the fittest scenarios creating a relentless never ending quest to protect
and shelter oneself.

It’s not just good to have shelter overhead, and

food to eat to promote one’s safety, but it will keep seeking for bigger
and bigger houses, more and more stuff to ensure that its body will
always be taken care of and never be without what it needs to survive.
There is always that underlying fear that it can loose it all at any
given moment, so the more it has the safer it feels- as a backup plan
incase it does loose something.

This lends itself well, to a myriad of

life dramas as people interact with each other and their obsession to
be the best and have the most collide in competition and conflict with
others they are dealing with.

Because of this they are always
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thinking about the past and what they could have done to avoid such
conflicts, or projected off to the future

laying out what if scenarios

designed by the ego to keep control of the mind.

The more and more

one relies on this information as their own conscious ideas the more
and more they relate to it as their sense of self.

In effect

disassociating themselves from who they truly are.
The irony stems from the fact, that the ego senses a person’s true
consciousness as its greatest threat, because one’s own conscious is
not bound by the laws of physics.

Its life is /.eternal and portrays

itself in many variations. When the body is dead the conscious moves
on, reinventing itself again, and again and again and again.

Because

Life IS and always Will Be. Those who live a truly conscious life will not
be afraid of loosing their physical body, for they

knows it will re-

manisfest itself a new one when the time is right.
Since the ego only knows that body and will die when the body
dies, it will fight to control the mind, consuming it with fear so the
conscious message of indestructible life force energy never gets
transmitted as physical thought..

Just like HAL 9000, it would rather

destroy its creator than let its creator destroy the vessel it lies in.
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Chapter 4
Evolution of the Mind
Now there is a growing portion of the greater mass that is starting
to choose ego free conscious living, which is part of an evolutionary
progression

as

consciousness.

mankind

is

advancing

to

a

higher

plane

of

As one opens their brain to channel in conscious

thought, they begin to realize certain universal truths that are hidden
it a primary egoic mind which, as discussed is designed to thwart off
unsafe thoughts of universal immortality.

Many of the universal

truths have to do not only with how to connect to the USC, but also
some physical steps to take to help the body prepare to become
enlightened and the world to re-energize as it nears the end of a Long
Cycle.

However, just like the ego fights for control of one’s mind and

consequently thoughts,

as this new consciousness evolves into a

larger movement, governments, religious groups and many social
groups will thus dismiss any of these new ideas as obscure and foolish,
belittling anyone subscribing to their theories. In effect, maintaining
control of the masses by making them feel humiliated if they adhere to
the so called propaganda.
If you look out at any great social debate from politics to religion,
you can see it as clear as night and day or red states and blue states.
The arguments are clouded by a myriad of issues, Government aid for
the poor, military spending for safety of the home land or my god is
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better than your god, but the general theme is the same. Those who
feel safe clinging to the status quo and are begging to be ruled by
fear, and those who want to progress and promote good will for all of
humanity and the world they live in.
This is by no means is a way of saying that one political party or
religion is closer to a higher conscious state, because like the ego tries
to control the mind of its finite body, government and religious rulers
try to protect the finite government or religion they are set to oversee.
Likewise not every government or religion member fits the mold to a
tee, but for the sake of this argument we will take a look at U.S.
government parties and what they stand for as a whole to observe
why people tend to choose lean toward one side and its impact on
evolutionary change.
In U.S. politics there are two political parties that rule the body.
Yes there are hundreds of other parties that try to play in the game,
but in theory they are just offshoots of the two main parties and if any
of them grew to take substantial foothold in the body they would be
absorbed by the party they were stemming from.
So the two parties, Republican and Democratic are set up for two
main fundamental ideals, which members proudly refer themselves by
– Conservatives and Progressives.

With this in mind you can get a

just of where people stand with evolutionary development. Those who
want to keep the status quo and not move on to new frontiers, and
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those who are trying to grasp on to the evolutionary changes we are
undergoing.
Those involved with the Status Quo, are pointed from living a fear
based egoic life, and tend to vote for those who instill fear, and
promise to protect and secure.

They will often follow leaders who

show might and choose war over negotiation, to enhance their feeling
that they are a citizen of the most powerful country in the world.
They are also typically lured in by talk of the American Dream, where
any individual can get as much wealth or material possessions they
wanted as long as they looked after themselves and work hard for the
system. They are also taught that social programs and environmental
initiatives are a drain on their personal wealth and thus their own
personal attack. They tend to stay lock step together to fight to keep
things the way they are.
Progressives on the other hand are much more disarrayed.

They

are trapped between what their ego tells them they need for
themselves and what their conscious tells them they should do for the
community and environment.
community,

healthcare,

school

They often vote for issues for
programs

and

environmental

protection, but will bow down to security in fear that they themselves
will be considered weak and vulnerable.
Whereas conservatives will act more like a military operation,
uniting on any issue, no matter if they agree

or disagree with the
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direction of their leaders, Progressives will argue amongst themselves
and negotiate to get their ideas on the table, often settling for
programs that are on the right path but far from what they had hoped
for.
The funny thing is, the closer we get to the age of enlightenment,
and more and more progressives leave egoic thoughts for conscious
ideals, nothing seems to change within the political system.

This is

mainly because even the progressive party system itself as previously
described is the egoic force of the governmental system, and it fears
that if it followed progressive ideals, the people would realize they did
not need a government to rule them but just a system to help them
administer their agenda. This in affect renders that body to what it is,
simply a system as opposed to the intellectual thinking body it thinks it
is.

In fact the whole political system is set up to prevent people from

moving forward with ideas that will take control away from the
governing body itself.

It will create debates between both sides, so

that they think they can vote to have their ideal carried forward, but
when elected, they will get lost in political red tape until the otherside
can revote their members into power.

For example, Republicans

often vote on an the Abortion issue, but Republican leaders will always
lead with that on the top of their agenda, but never try and change the
law, because once it is, they will loose a large portion of their voting
population who only vote on that sole issue.

These debates keep
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people engaged and hopeful that their issues are being worked on, but
all along the only reason that governments exist is to control natural
resources, primarily energy resources, to maintain global power and
prowess, using its people to spend an majority of their time working
the energy source or consuming it.

Not everyone works in the coal

mine or oil field, but many do work at the Auto plant that produces
SUVs, or the ad agency that makes you want to buy one.

Or you are

simply the consumer, caught up in the thought that you can have what
ever you desire no matter what the consequence, purchasing that
large SUV, because as your ego continually tells you. Bigger is Better.
The more you have the safer you are.
This leads to one of the largest areas of disagreement that stems
from a Universal Truth that is seeping into mass consciousness.
Global Warming and finding new alternative sources of energy.
Conservatives are not only actively downplaying any scientific evidence
of global warming as pure hogwash, but also ridiculing anyone who
warns of its dangers as “chicken little” lunatics who are making
huge deal over nothing.

a

This strategy, at first, might seem to be

purely to protect the big Oil and Gas companies and ward off any
competition from alternative energy source, but if that was the case
the progressive party would do more than just talk about programs
revolving around cap and trade and development of new energy
programs.

Instead, as with all political systems from the beginning
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of societal rule, the more natural resources one system owns the more
control they have not only over their own people but throughout the
global community of political systems. Whether it was salt (the word
salary is derived from an allowance given to Roman Soldiers to buy
salt), Gold, Coal or Oil , countries bargain, kill and go to war over
owning these resources, in return giving promoting to their people that
they are they are their to protect their wealth and well being (in
otherwords the value of their gold or price of their gasoline).

The

more rare (gold) or finite the supply of these resources (oil), the more
valuable they are to own, and the more coveted the resources
become.
However, what if there was a universal energy source, such as the
sun, that could be harvested to unlimited capacity to solve all the
worlds energy sources. Then the people of a community would have
whatever they needed for warmth and fuel, at virtually no cost, since
there is never ending supply, that they wouldn’t have to fight over to
own.

This would, eventually, render the political system to what it

truly is, just a organizer of the peoples programs instead of the ruler
of the people who controls how much wealth and resources they are
allotted.
The reason this is exponentially more prevalent in the recent years
and moving forward is two fold.

First off the limitations of the

resources we are currently using.

As populations explode year after
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year, requirements for these resources explode as well, but more
importantly is a conscious connection to energy events that are about
to take place.
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Chapter 5
Population and Solar Cycles.
To understand the strain on the earth’s natural resources we need
to consider the ever expanding population and its effect on the
environment.

Exponentially, the human population is expanding at

alarming rates, whereas there were only 1 billion people 200 years ago
and 2 billion people 100 years ago, we are now approaching 7 billion
people with some projections topping 14 billion by the turn of the next
century.

Sure some may say that this pales in comparison to other

species such as Chickens

(24 billion) rodents,

or even ants

(Quadrillions) but when you compare against the total world foot print
each takes against what each individual human reaps from the earth
there is no comparison. For man does not take up the 2 square feet of
land most animals of his size do.
takes up several acres of land

Due to egoic needs, a typical family
to

host their house, property,

buildings for business, Restaurants and markets to shop, cars, and a
thousand other structures to build to keep society running.

Not to

mention, the energy and food they consume during their life time.
In 2006 humanity’s total ecological footprint was estimated at 1.5
Earths meaning that humanity uses ecological services 50%

faster

than the Earth can renew them and this is expected to increase to
100%

by 2030.

Withstanding drastic change to how we consume
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food and energy, as the world population continues to grow the
resources will continue to diminish until they are completely drained.
This is cause for alarm on several fronts as the safe guards to
moving away from traditional food and energy sources have been very
slow as society wallows in what it knows.

For example, with food

sources it takes 16 pounds of grain , 5,000 gallons of water and 25
times the amount of land to produce 1 lb of beef. That’s up to 95%
more resources than it takes to make 1pound of potatoes, rice or
cabbage.

Yet with the world population expansion

exploding since

the 1950s, there are still less than 20% of the world population that
does not eat meat, and a majority of those are not by choice but
necessity, in that they can not afford nor have access to meat.
Although there are no accurate numbers, vegetarians by choice could
be less than 10% of the population.
This holds true for fuel and other energy sources as well, whereas
only 20% of energy comes from renewable sources, well below the
consumption expansion rate.

So how is it that as we approach the

points of unsustainability, very few are rushing to change their ways
to fix the dilemma?
One of the main reasons is that governments are taking great
lengths to disavow the severity of the situations, giving a false sense
of security with their constituents.
reasons.

They do this for a number

First off, as previously discussed, governments hold their
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power by controlling resources.

If energy is scarce the people will put

the trust and faith with not only those that can deliver what they need
but also keep pricing in line with what they are use to or capable of
paying. To help keep the façade in full force governments take great
lengths to not only downplay and ridicule alternative renewable
sources of energy but also use it as an excuse to acquire standard
energy sources from anywhere on the earth at whatever cost.

Sure

they hide the fact that they are raging war over energy prices, by
claiming that they are really fighting bad guys who threaten the
freedom and safety of their people, but however you look at it every
war is a fight for land and its resources.
More Importantly, since world Governments are well aware that we
can not sustain these rapid population growth rates, and rather than
loose control of their power while they re-educate the masses to live
without the resources they control, they instead keep everyone
dependant on these resources while they enact a strategic plan to
tactically separate a very sustainable 10% of the population from a
majority of the masses. Of course, talk of global genocide is typically
reserved for the lunatic fringe of the Conspiracy Theory Clan, but as
with any theory if you keep an open mind, pay attention to your
surrounding and do not dismiss common signs, just because the
majority dismiss them as silly nonsense, then you will start to notice
how this theory is starting to unfold.
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Since the 1970s there have been projections of hitting peak oil in
the early 21st century, and with that the US Government has conspired
to put forth a plan to overturn the mass power that had accumulated
with the middle class by robbing it of of all its powers through the
purse strings of the government. Kick started by Ronald Regan who
played to the greed of many Amercian’s by criticizing government
social programs such as medicare and social security as a drain on
hardworking Americans, and promised unending wealth to all by
providing tax breaks and incentives to the wealthiest Americans and
projecting that money would trickle down to all.
The true theory however, was to take away all safety net programs
from the masses, while bolstering the pockets of the wealthiest
Americans.

This was re-visited by President Clinton, of course to

appease those who were nervous about the rising Deficits, by
restructuring the tax codes to for the wealthy, but at the same time
opened up free trade, which allowed them to ship their Jobs over seas,
deregulating trading policies (speculation) and more importantly,
deregulating communication, enabling large corporations to control the
airwaves and brainwash people into thinking these policies were
helping them.

When George Bush took office, he put the original plan

on hyper drive, cutting taxes further than ever, and dragging the
county to war in Iraq through Operation Iraqi Liberation (OIL), where
the ultimate goal was not to rid the world of a bad guy who had
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weapons of mass destruction, but to steal his country’s oil wells,
auction them off the Oil Companies and bankrupt the Middle Class of
the United states to drive a deeper wedge between the Rich and the
Poor.
To

help

keep

the

pretense

running

governments

have

an

elaborated plan of dumbing down of its people through a series of
programs including controlling the media, creating fear against those
who control their coveted goods, and most importantly through slowly
poisoning and drugging its people to pacification through both
prescription drugs and Food additives.
So, if it has been written in universal script that the reality on this
level, as we know it, is going to crumble to make way for a more
harmonious conscious life , how do those engross in the current life
prepare and adjust for the events to come.
Quite frankly, the first step is for them learn how to accept and
surrender to the situations that are about to be presented to them.
For, there are always two ways to look at a bad situation. One is from
the view of a victim, who wallows in self pity perpetually prolonging
the pain.

The other is as a student, who knows that every life

situation is a learning experience, for them to enjoy and cherish
whether painful or pleasurable. This comes from the knowledge that
life is and will always be and if one stays connected to higher
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consciousness and follow the guides they can pave a new path for all
those who wish to follow.
Those who learn to connect to the USC have a unique ability to
look past egoic needs for shelter, food and the comfort of the status
quo, allowing them to develop new methods of survival that are in
tune with universal energetics. For example, if the economy were to
collapses and the world experienced 67% unemployment rates, there
will be those who have a special skill and are lucky enough to be
employed, working for slave wages to keep them just below the
poverty line and the rest of the population who do not know how to
cope outside of their daily routine, subject 16-20 hour shifts in
government run camps for nothing but

a small ration of food to

survive.
However those connected to higher intuitive senses, will learn to
adapt off the grid, living off of wild edibles that have not been man
altered or poisoned and adapting to simple structures and lifestyles as
was done thousands of years ago. Amazingly enough the further they
disassociate themselves from the industrial and technology ages, the
more in tune they will become with the energies of the universe and
earth, eventually forgetting about the greed and selfishness that has
become a huge part of the personalities of the electronic me
generations.

They will learn to live in harmony working together like
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a colony of ants, each taking pride in what they do for the good of the
community.
Eventually their universal knowledge will start to over run their
egoic thoughts, enabling them to experience energy forces as a subset
of their own energy sources.

As this becomes a predominant truth,

they will learn to manipulate this energy to explore alternate realities
and discover and develop not only universal energy sources but also
the ability to manifest whatever they desire, which absent of ego will
be for the benefit of the community as opposed to
personal gains.
As the population of this new generation grows, they will
eventually be able to reach out and help those who were trapped in
the government ruled egoic world to either learn to live in their
community,

vibrate on higher planes, or open the door to new

manifest worlds for them to live in.

